The current experiments examined whether non-temporal associations can affect duration judgments without affecting the rate of subjective time. In both experiments, participants performed a temporal bisection task, judging on each trial whether stimulus' duration was closer to pre-learned short or long standards. In each experiment, the spatial compatibility between stimuli and responses was manipulated. In both experiments, stimulus-response compatibility (SRC) affected duration judgments: stimuli that were spatially compatible with the key used for long judgments elicited long responses at shorter objective durations than stimuli that were compatible with the key used for short judgments. The size of SRC's effect did not depend on the magnitude of the standard durations and SRC's effect was magnified even when SRC was introduced after the relevant temporal interval had ended. Thus, these findings are consistent with the idea that duration judgments can be affected without influencing the rate at which subjective time passes.
The current experiments examined whether non-temporal associations can affect duration judgments without affecting the rate of subjective time. In both experiments, participants performed a temporal bisection task, judging on each trial whether stimulus' duration was closer to pre-learned short or long standards. In each experiment, the spatial compatibility between stimuli and responses was manipulated. In both experiments, stimulus-response compatibility (SRC) affected duration judgments: stimuli that were spatially compatible with the key used for long judgments elicited long responses at shorter objective durations than stimuli that were compatible with the key used for short judgments. The size of SRC's effect did not depend on the magnitude of the standard durations and SRC's effect was magnified even when SRC was introduced after the relevant temporal interval had ended. Thus, these findings are consistent with the idea that duration judgments can be affected without influencing the rate at which subjective time passes.
Casual experience and scientific research both suggest that time perception is malleable. In laboratory experiments, it is common for observers to judge whether a stimulus is short or long relative to pre-defined standard durations. Experiments have demonstrated, for example, that stimulus characteristics such as size (e.g. Ono & Kawahara, 2007) , brightness (e.g. Xuan, Zhang, He, & Chen, 2007) , and coherence (e.g. Varakin, Klemes, & Porter, 2014) can affect duration judgments. Similarly, manipulating an observer's attentional (Block, Hancock, & Zakay, 2010) or emotional (DroitVolet & Meck, 2007) state can influence judged duration. Researchers are often content to simply demonstrate that a given manipulation affects responses in a duration judgment task, while other times, researchers make claims about a manipulation affecting the subjective passage of time (see e.g. Hagura, Kanai, Orgs, & Haggard, 2012) . It is important to note, however, that finding a manipulation that affects duration judgments does not necessarily imply that the subjective passage of time changed because duration judgments might be affected by factors other than the rate at which time seems to pass (Ivry & Schlerf, 2008) . The purpose of the present experiments is to investigate the idea that duration judgments can be affected even when the subjective rate of the passage of time is not. Theoretical models of time perception allow for such effects (Allman et al., 2014; Ivry & Schlerf, 2008) , though very little empirical work has actually tested factors that affect duration judgments without affecting subjective passage of time (Matthews, 2011) .
Pacemaker-accumulator models of time perception can be useful for testing whether an experimental manipulation affects the rate of subjective time. These models feature prominently in debates about the nature of the mechanisms responsible for the malleability of duration judgments, often being described as dedicated models, since the putative pacemaker is presumably dedicated to marking the passage of time (e.g. Ivry & Schlerf, 2008; Spencer, Karmarkar, & Ivry, 2009) . However, it is also possible that the pacemaker is not dedicated to marking the passage of time, but is useful for doing so. Therefore, in adopting the logic underlying pacemakeraccumulator models, we are not attempting to weigh in on the intrinsic vs. dedicated debate. The logic underlying the pacemaker-model is instead useful as it provides a way to differentiate between effects caused by changes in the subjective rate of time's passage and effects caused by other processes.
Pacemaker-accumulator models of time perception describe a set of information processing stages that together track the passage of time and guide decisions concerning it (Allman et al., 2014) . The basic idea is that at the onset of an interval, a pacemaker emits pulses at a given rate, and an accumulator captures the pulses. Pacemaker models also include a gate and a switch that modulate the flow of pulses from the pacemaker to the accumulator (e.g. Zakay & Block, 1995 , 1997 . The "width" of the gate determines how easily pulses reach the accumulator, while the switch stops the flow at the end of the interval. Thus, time-related decisions and behaviors are determined based on the number of pulses accumulated since the onset of the interval. Other processes believed to contribute to time-related judgments have been identified, however, the above description of the model illustrates that not all variation in time-related judgments can be attributed to pacemaker speed alone.
Importantly, pacemaker-accumulator models permit pacemaker effects to be teased out from non-pacemaker effects (Droit-Volet & Wearden, 2002; Matthews, 2011; Wearden et al., 1998) . The subjective rate of time passing is effectively set by the pacemaker's rate, so pacemaker-accumulator models can be used to examine whether the subjective rate of time has been altered. If a manipulation affects the rate at which time seems to pass, then its effect should get larger as objective duration increases. To illustrate this point, if the standard rate of a pacemaker is 1 pulse/ms, and some manipulation doubles that rate, then after 500ms, the difference between the standard and manipulated subjective durations would be 500ms. Given a longer duration such as 1000ms, the difference would grow to 1000ms. On the other hand, manipulations that affect other processes, such as how quickly the switch opens or closes, would yield effects that stay constant across a range of objective durations. For example, assume again a 1 pulse/ms pacemaker rate, but a manipulation that adds 5ms to the switch at the end of an interval. After 500ms, the standard subjective duration would be 500ms, and the manipulated subjective duration would be 505ms. After 1000ms, the standard subjective duration would be 1000ms, and the manipulated 1005ms. For both objective durations, the difference between the non-manipulated and manipulated subjective durations is 5ms. In general, the size of pacemaker effects should depend on objective duration, whereas the size of nonpacemaker effects should not.
In duration judgment tasks, participants are often instructed to consider only the duration of some stimulus, and all other features of the stimulus are considered task-irrelevant (see e.g. Gil, Rousset, & Droit-Volet, 2009 ; Experiment 2 in Ono & Kawahara, 2007; Xuan, et al. 2007) . Nevertheless, task-irrelevant features sometimes affect duration judgments. Ivry and Schlerf (2008) raised the possibility that some of these effects might be caused by non-temporal factors, such as the biasing effects of a stimulus's association with the concepts short and long. Ivry and Schlerf's proposal is interesting because it suggests that variations in performance on tasks designed to measure tracking of duration might not actually be caused by variations in tracking duration. An example would be how size's influence on duration judgments (e.g. Ono & Kawahara, 2007; Xuan, et al. 2007 ) might be due to the association of large with long, and small with short biasing response selection.
While the idea that non-temporal processes might bias duration judgments is theoretically interesting, stimulus attributes such as length, size, and quantity (all of which affect performance in time perception studies; e.g. Casasanto & Boroditsky, 2008; Ono & Kawahara, 2007; Xuan, et al., 2007) might be part of a general magnitude system that is recruited whenever quantities must be processed (Walsh, 2003 , but see Young & Cordes, 2013 . A portion of the general magnitude system might produce pacemaker-like effects, even in situations where duration is not being judged (Droit-Volet, 2010) or where attributing an effect to changes in the pacemaker would be illogical because the manipulation occurred at the end of an interval (Matthews, 2011) . Thus, factors that are related to the general magnitude system may affect duration judgments because time and other quantities are processed similarly. It is therefore interesting to test whether stimulus attributes that would not be processed as quantities can affect duration judgments via associations with short and long.
One factor that seems unlikely to be processed as a quantity, but might affect duration judgments is stimulus response compatibility (SRC). The term SRC applies to tasks that become easier or harder because of the manner in which responses are mapped onto stimuli (Kornblum, Hasbroucp, & Osman, 1990) . When stimuli are presented such that required responses are already strongly associated with stimulus features, responding becomes faster and more accurate. However, when the required responses are not associated with stimulus features, or are perhaps associated with a competing response option, responses become slower and less accurate.
The features of stimuli that induce SRC do not have to be relevant to a participant's task. For example, the Simon effect is a well-known phenomenon involving SRC in which an irrelevant stimulus dimension (spatial location) can influence responding (Craft & Simon, 1970; Lu & Proctor, 1995) . In a model Simon effect task, participants respond to stimuli that are presented at different spatial locations, but the response rule is based on a non-spatial aspect of the stimuli, such as color (Craft & Simon, 1970) . One color might require a left-hand response, and another a right-hand response. Even though the spatial location of the stimulus is not relevant to the task, responses are faster when a stimulus requiring a right-hand response is presented on the right compared to the left, and vice versa for stimuli requiring a left-hand response.
Simon-like effects have been observed in timing tasks (Lalanne, Van Assche, & Giersch, 2012a; Lalanne, Van Assche, Wang, & Giersch, 2012b) . In Lalanne et al. (2012a, b) , participants performed simultaneity judgments for stimuli that were presented on the left and right side of the screen, with asynchronies ranging from 0ms to 92ms. When the asynchronies were large and easy to notice, a Simon-like effect was observed: participants' responses were biased by the position of the second stimulus. However, when asynchronies were short and harder to notice, patients with schizophrenia showed different patterns of response bias than healthy controls: patients were biased toward the position of the first stimulus, whereas controls were not. These findings are consistent with the idea that altered temporal processing might account for the disturbances of experience reported by patients diagnosed with schizophrenia (e.g. Martin, et al., 2014) . For current purposes though, the Lalanne et al., (2012a, b) suggest that Simon-like tasks might be a fruitful way to explore processing of durations.
The current experiments utilize spatial SRC much like the Simon Task (Craft & Simon, 1970) . Participants use left and right hand responses, and stimuli appear on either the left or right side of a computer screen. The relevant stimulus dimension is duration: participants performed a temporal bisection task, judging on each trial whether the stimulus' duration is closer to a pre-learned short or long standard duration. Experiment 1 tested whether SRC has effects on temporal bisection performance. If so, then screen side of the stimulus should increase the probability that participants respond using the key that matches the screen side. For example, the screen side corresponding to the key mapped to "long judgment" would reliably elicit long responses at a shorter duration than the screen side corresponding to "short".
Although designed with SRC in mind, the current experiment also allows testing of the mental time-line (MTL) hypothesis (Bonato, Zorzi, & Umiltà, 2012) . This hypothesis is derived from the fact that in many cultures, time is often represented using an arrow pointing from left to right, such that short is associated with left and long is associated with right. Indeed, Vicario, Pecoraro, Turriziani, et al., (2008) found that spatial position of a stimulus affected duration judgments: stimuli on the left were judged as shorter than stimuli on the right (see also Vicario, Rappo, Pepi, & Oliveri, 2009 ). The current experiments utilize stimuli that appear either on the left or the right side of a computer monitor, thus allowing us to test the MTL hypothesis in addition to testing for an effect of SRC.
EXPERIMENT 1
The purpose of the first experiment was to test for an effect of spatial SRC on duration judgments using a Simon-like version of the temporal bisection task. As discussed in the introduction, there is reason to predict that SRC should affect duration judgments. However, SRC has been manipulated in experiments using different methods to measure the processing of durations, and the results suggest that participants might be able to discount the effect of SRC. Rakitin (2005) investigated the effects of spatial SRC on choice time production. In the experiments, on each trial the participants were tasked with reproducing the duration of an imperative stimulus via a button press. The position of the stimulus signaled which of 4 possible buttons was to be used for the reproduction. In a compatible group, the spatial location of the stimuli and the buttons aligned, and in an incompatible group the spatial locations did not align. Choice time production was affected, but not in a straightforward manner. The coefficient of variation (CV, which is the standard deviation divided by mean) was larger in the incompatible than compatible conditions, especially at the shortest objective durations. This effect suggests a source of variability (i.e. SRC's influence on response selection) other than the pacemaker was contributing to performance. However, SRC did not affect the mean choice time productions, which suggests that participants were able to effectively discount the effect of SRC. Rakitin described this temporal discounting mechanism as error correction. If temporal discounting occurs in a temporal bisection task in which participants simply judge durations rather than reproduce them, then SRC might not affect the duration at which long responses are elicited.
METHOD
Participants. A total of 53 undergraduate students from Eastern Kentucky University provided informed consent and participated in the study to earn course credit. One participant was dropped because of poor performance (<50% short-responses for longest durations), leaving a final n = 52 [29 females, 23 males; Mage = 20.62 (SD = 3.46)]. All participants reported normal or corrected vision.
Materials. Visual stimuli were presented to participants on the 21.5" wide-screen iMac computer (1680 x 1050 resolution, LED-backlight). SuperLab 4.0 (Cedrus Corporation, San Pedro, CA, USA) was used to manage the presentation of the stimuli and to record participant response data. The input device was a Cedrus RB-740 (Cedrus Corporation, San Pedro, CA, USA) response box, which has 7 horizontally arranged buttons. Only the two outermost buttons were used for this experiment. The imperative stimulus was a black square (50 x 50 pixels; 1.2cm x 1.2 cm) presented on a white background. A black cross (.2 cm x .2 cm) was used as a fixation point.
Procedure and design. The temporal bisection task consisted of a training phase and a testing phase. Each training phase trial began with the presentation of the fixation cross for 500ms, followed by a black box 6.4 cm (~6.1 degrees visual angle assuming 60cm viewing distance, which was not controlled) to the left or right side of the fixation. The duration of the black box was 400ms (the short standard duration), or 1600ms (the long standard).
At stimulus offset, a response prompt appeared reminding participants of the response mapping. Participants were randomly assigned to one of two response mapping conditions: right-most key = long judgment, left-most key = short judgment; or right-most key = short judgment, left-most key = long judgment. There were 20 total training trials: 10 short and 10 long standards. Instructions stressed accuracy: if a response was incorrect, participants received feedback in the form of a beep played through headphones.
Trials in the testing phase were identical to the practice phase, except the stimulus was presented on the left or right side of the screen for either 400, 600, 800, 1000, 1200, 1400, or 1600 ms (randomly selected with replacement on each trial). The task was to indicate whether stimulus duration was closer to the short or long standard learned during training. As in training, instructions stressed accuracy and a response prompt reminded participants about the response mapping after stimulus offset on each trial. In the test phases, however, no feedback about the accuracy of response was provided. There were 280 test trials with a 500 ms inter-trial interval.
Results and Discussion. Data were analyzed by fitting two logit models (using the pandas and statsmodels.formula.api libraries in Python 2.7) to each participant's individual data, one model for each screen side (left and right). The predictor for each model was stimulus duration and the outcome variable was short response vs. long response. The models were used to calculate what would become the dependent variables for a 2x2 ANOVA (performed with the ez package in R). The primary dependent variable (DV) was a bisection point (BP, sometimes called a point of subjective equality or PSE), which is the duration at which 50% of responses are predicted to be long-judgments (see Table 1 ). As subjective duration increases, bisection points decrease, because long responses will be elicited at shorter objective durations. Figure 1 plots the average proportion of long responses as a function of stimulus duration, both from the actual data, and from the average of the predictions of the logit models, and Figure 2 plots mean bisection points for each screen side for each response mapping condition. In addition to examining BPs, which measures the threshold between short and long durations, we also analyzed two additional DVs that measure temporal acuity. These analyses are reported in the appendix. An ANOVA with response mapping as a between-subject variable, and screen side presentation as a within-subject variable was conducted with BP as the DV. Neither main effect was significant: screen side, F(1, 50) = 3.88, p = .054, η 2 generalized = .005; response mapping, F(1, 50) = 0.20, p > .05, η 2 generalized = .003. However, the interaction of screen side and response mapping was significant, F(1, 50) = 11.89, p < .05, η 2 generalized = .02. The source of the interaction can be seen in Figures 1 and 2 . When the right-most key was used to indicate long judgment, the psychometric function (and hence the BP) for screen-right was shifted leftward relative to the psychometric function for screen left (Figure 1) . In other words, when the right-most key served as the long response, stimuli presented on the right side elicited long judgments at a shorter objective duration compared to stimuli presented on the left of the screen (Figure 2) . Likewise, when the left key was used for long judgments, the screen-left function shifted leftward relative to screen-right. The significant screen side by response mapping interaction with BP as the DV supports the hypothesis that SRC affects duration judgments. However, the results do not support the prediction of the MTL hypothesis that screen side should affect temporal-bisection performance: the effect of screen side was not statistically significant.
Before moving onto Experiment 2, it is important to note that the results of Experiment 1 should not be taken as evidence against Rakitin's (2005) temporal discounting model due to the many procedural differences between the choice time production task used in Rakitin's work and the temporal bisection task. The temporal discounting model suggested a reason why SRC might not affect duration judgments, however, the current experiments were not designed as a strong test of the model. Importantly, the results of Experiment 1 do not provide evidence that SRC influences the subjective passage of time, as only one set of standard durations was utilized. As such, it is possible that SRC simply biased responses without affecting the rate of subjective time. Experiment 2 was designed to test whether SRC influences the subjective rate of time.
EXPERIMENT 2
In order to test whether a manipulation affected the rate at which subjective time passes, it is necessary to examine whether the size of the effect is dependent on duration (e.g. Matthews, 2011; Wearden et al., 1998) . Thus, in Experiment 2, two sets of short/long standard durations were used: 200ms/800ms and 400ms/1600ms. The latter effectively contains a replication of Experiment 1.
In addition to manipulating the magnitude of the standard durations, Experiment 2 also included a manipulation of when SRC was introduced. In a during interval condition, the imperative stimulus appeared on the left or right side of the screen, as in Experiment 1. In a post interval condition, the imperative stimulus always appeared in the center of the screen, and the response-mapping reminder, which had previously been presented in the center during Experiment 1, now appeared on either the left or right side of the screen. Since SRC was not manipulated until after the relevant interval had ended, any effect on duration judgments cannot possibly be due to changes in the rate of subjective time (see Matthews, 2011) .
METHOD
The methods for Experiment 2 were identical to Experiment 1 except as noted below.
Participants. A total of 223 undergraduate students from Eastern Kentucky University provided informed consent and participated in the study to earn course credit. Eight participants were dropped because of poor performance (more than 50% short-responses for longest durations or more than 50% long-responses for the shortest durations), leaving a final n = 215 [138 females, 77 males; Mage = 20.80 (SD = 4.08)]. All participants reported normal or corrected vision.
Procedure and design. Standard duration magnitude and SRC timing were both manipulated between subjects. The training phase was the same as in Experiment 1, except that the standard durations in the 200ms/800ms conditions were changed.
In the test phase, the positions of the imperative stimulus and the response prompt for the during interval conditions were identical to Experiment 1. In the post interval conditions, the imperative stimulus always appeared in the center of the screen, and the response prompt appeared on either the left or right side of the screen, at the same position as the imperative stimulus in the during interval conditions. The sample size per condition is given in Table 2 . Results and Discussion. As in Experiment 1, three DVs were derived from logit models fitted to each participant's individual data for each screen side: bisection point (BP) as a measure of threshold between short and long durations, and two measures of temporal acuity. Descriptive statistics for BP are given in Table 2 . Figure 3 plots the average proportion of long responses as a function of stimulus duration, both from the actual data, and from the average of the predictions of the logit models, and Figure 4 plots mean bisection points for each screen side for each condition. The analyses of temporal acuity are in the appendix. An ANOVA with response mapping, standard duration magnitude (200ms/800ms vs. 400ms/1600ms; between-subjects), SRC timing (during vs. post interval; between-subjects), and screen side (left vs. right; withinsubjects) as factors was performed with BP as the DV. The only significant main effect was standard duration magnitude (F(1, 207) = 603.31, p < .001, η 2 generalized = .70). It is to be expected that the BP for the small magnitude standards would be smaller than the BP for the large magnitude standard, and that is indeed what the data reveal. The main effect for screen side was not significant, F(1, 207) =. 354, p = .55, η 2 generalized < .001, which again fails to support MTL's prediction that screen side should affect duration judgments.
There were several significant interactions. Response mapping interacted with standard duration magnitude, F (1, 207) = 3.90, p = .05, η 2 generalized = .02. The difference between the BPs in the right/long and left/long response mapping conditions was larger in the 400ms/1600ms (873ms vs. 933ms respectively) than in the 200ms/800ms conditions (499ms vs. 500ms). In Experiment 1 (which also used 400ms and 1600ms as standard durations) the mean right/long BP was 894ms, which was larger than the mean left/long BP of 875ms. Since this interaction was unexpected, is driven by differences of means that go in the opposite direction of the previous experiment, and barely meets the criteria for statistical significance, it should be interpreted with caution.
More important for current purposes are the significant response mapping x screen side (F(1, 207) = 101.81, p < .001, η 2 generalized = .08) and response mapping x screen side x SRC timing (F(1, 207) = 5.61, p < .05, , η 2 generalized = .01) interactions. The response mapping x screen side interaction (as seen in Figures 3 and 4) occurred because the BP for the screen side that corresponded to the location of the key used to provide long judgments was smaller than the BP for the screen side that corresponded to the key used to provide short judgments. This result replicates Experiment 1, demonstrating again that SRC influences duration judgments. The three way interaction occurred because the screen side x response mapping interaction was larger in the post interval condition than the during interval condition. The difference between compatible and incompatible screen side BPs was about 60ms in the during interval condition, and 100ms in the post interval condition.
Importantly, there was no three way interaction between response mapping, screen-side, and standard duration magnitude, F (1,207) = 1.93, p > .05. Thus, with BPs as the DV, there is no evidence that the SRC effect (i.e. the interaction between response mapping and screen side) depends on standard duration magnitude.
GENERAL DISCUSSION
In both experiments, participants performed a temporal bisection task, judging on each trial whether the objective duration of a visual stimulus was closer to pre-learned short or long standard durations. In Experiment 1, stimuli that appeared on the screen side that was spatially compatible with the button used to indicate long judgments reliably elicited long judgments at a shorter duration than stimuli on the screen side that was spatially compatible with the short judgment response. Thus, Experiment 1 demonstrated that SRC influences duration judgments. Experiment 2 further demonstrated that the size of the SRC effect did not depend on the magnitude of the standard durations: the effect was approximately the same size for short/long standards of 200ms/800ms and 400ms/1600ms. Furthermore, Experiment 2 demonstrated that SRC affected duration judgments even more when SRC was introduced after the relevant temporal interval had ended than when it occurred during the relevant temporal interval.
This pattern of results suggests that the rate at which subjective time passed was not affected by SRC, even though SRC did affect duration judgments. If SRC influenced the passage of subjective time, then the SRC effect should have been smaller for the shorter standard durations than the longer standard durations. Moreover, an effect that was driven by changes in the rate of subjective time should not have occurred when the manipulation was introduced after the relevant temporal interval. However, the size of SRC effect did not depend on the duration of the standard durations, and the SRC effect was actually bigger when SRC was introduced after the interval had ended. It is important to note that the larger SRC effect in the post interval condition does not, by itself, imply anything about what caused the effect in the during interval condition (or in Experiment 1). However, the post interval SRC effect does demonstrate that changes in temporal bisection performance may not always be due to changes in the rate of subjective time -in the post interval condition, the shift in bisection point could not have been caused by changes in the rate of subjective time. Moreover, the post interval SRC effect is just one piece of evidence: the lack of an effect of standard duration magnitude on the size of the SRC effect also suggests that the rate of subjective time was not changed. Still, it is logically possible that the rate of an internal timer was affected in the during interval condition, although this explanation seems rather implausible given the overall pattern of results.
The current experiments lend little support to the MTL hypothesis. According to the MTL hypothesis, screen side should have affected duration judgments, with screen-left stimuli being judged as shorter than screen-right stimuli, but this effect was not found. However, these results should not be taken as strong evidence against the MTL hypothesis because the current procedure differs from past work demonstrating an effect of screen side on duration judgments (e.g. Vicario et al, 2008; Vicario et al., 2009 ) in a number of potentially important ways. First, the magnitude of comparison durations was different. In Vicario et al.'s work, participants judged stimuli that ranged from 200 to 400ms in duration. The current experiment used durations ranging from 200 to 800ms in some conditions, and 400 to 1600ms in the rest. It's widely believed that the mechanisms responsible for processing very short durations are different than the mechanisms for longer durations, and some value close to 300ms might be the upper limit of "very short" (e.g. Wearden & Bray, 2001 ). Second, participants in Vicario et al.'s experiments only used one hand to respond using adjacent buttons, whereas in the current experiments participants used two hands and buttons were several centimeters apart. It is possible that the two-handed response in the current experiment lead to a stronger SRC effect, masking the effect of screen side. However, past work suggests that single-handed tasks still lead to robust SRC effects (e.g. Heister, Ehrenstein, & Schroder-Heister, 1986) , which argues against the proposal that the key factor is single-handed vs. two-handed responses. Future work will be required to tease apart the relationship between spatial SRC and the MTL hypotheses.
In conclusion, the current results are consistent with Ivry and Schlerf's (2008) idea that non-temporal associations between the stimuli and short vs. long judgments can significantly affect performance, biasing responses in a way that does not involve changing the rate of an internal clock. However, the current experiments do not support the idea that a mental timeline, from left to right, influences duration judgments.
APPENDIX
The slope of logit function and the difference limen (dL) were analyzed as measures of temporal acuity. The slope indicates the steepness of the line relating actual duration to log(p(long)/p(short)), with a larger slope indicating greater temporal acuity. The dL is half the difference between the durations predicted to elicit 25% and 75% long-responses (see Droit-Volet and Wearden, 2002) . For dL, smaller values indicate greater temporal acuity.
For Experiment 1 both were used as DVs in separate ANOVAs with response mapping as a between-subject variable, and screen side presentation as a within-subject variable. There were no significant effects for either measure of temporal acuity: slope as the DV, response mapping, F(1, 50) < 1; screen side, F(1, 50) < 1; interaction, F(1, 50) = 2.29, p = .14; dL as the DV, response mapping, F(1, 50) < 1; screen side, F(1, 50) < 1; interaction, F(1, 50) = 1.79, p = .19 (see Table A1 ). In Experiment 2, both measures of temporal acuity were entered as DVs in ANOVAs with response mapping, standard duration magnitude (200ms/800ms vs. 400ms/1600ms; between-subjects), SRC timing (during vs. post interval; between-subjects), and screen side (left vs. right; withinsubjects) as factors (see Tables A2 and A3 ). For both DVs, the main effects of standard duration magnitude (slope as DV: F (1, 207) = 80.75, p < .001, η 2 generalized = .26; dL as DV: F(1, 207) = 50.23, p < .001, , η 2 generalized = .18) and screen side (slope as DV: F (1, 207) = 7.09, p = .008, η 2 generalized = .004; dL as DV: F(1, 207) = 4.98, p = .03, , η 2 generalized = .002) were significant. The main effect of standard duration is expected: the slopes should be steeper for short standards (M = .0010) than long standards (M = .0062), and the dL should be smaller for short standards (M = 128ms) than the dL for long standards (M = 212ms). interactions. With slope as the DV, the three-way interaction between response mapping, SRC timing, and screen-side (F (1, 207) = 7.55, p = .006, η 2 generalized = .004) and the four-way interaction (F (1, 207) = 9.76, p < .002, η 2 generalized = .006) were both significant. With dL as the DV, three-way interactions between response mapping x SRC timing x screen side (F(1, 207) = 5.01, p = .03, , η 2 generalized = .003) and response mapping x standard duration magnitude x screen side (F(1, 207) = 4.70, p = .03, , η 2 generalized = .003) were significant.
The interaction effects do not have clear implications for the main hypotheses under investigation here. However, it is interesting that the effect of screen-side suggested increased temporal acuity on the left side of the screen. Given the inconsistent pattern of the effects of screen side as reflected by the higher-order interactions, and a lack of an effect in Experiment 1, any account we can offer is highly speculative, and should be considered with extreme caution.
